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Niemann-Pick type C disease is largely attributable to an inactivating mutation of NPC1 protein, which normally aids movement of
unesterified cholesterol (C) from the endosomal/lysosomal (E/L)
compartment to the cytosolic compartment of cells throughout the
body. This defect results in activation of macrophages in many
tissues, progressive liver disease, and neurodegeneration. In the
npc1ⴚ/ⴚ mouse, a model of this disease, the whole-animal C pool
expands from 2,082 to 4,925 mg/kg body weight (bw) and the
hepatic C pool increases from 132 to 1,485 mg/kg bw between birth
and 49 days of age. A single dose of 2-hydroxypropyl-␤-cyclodextrin (CYCLO) administered at 7 days of age immediately caused this
sequestered C to flow from the lysosomes to the cytosolic pool in
many organs, resulting in a marked increase in cholesteryl esters,
suppression of C but not fatty acid synthesis, down-regulation of
genes controlled by sterol regulatory element 2, and up-regulation
of many liver X receptor target genes. There was also decreased
expression of proinflammatory proteins in the liver and brain. In
the liver, where the rate of C sequestration equaled 79
mg䡠dⴚ1䡠kgⴚ1, treatment with CYCLO within 24 h increased C movement out of the E/L compartment from near 0 to 233 mg䡠dⴚ1䡠kgⴚ1.
By 49 days of age, this single injection of CYCLO resulted in a
reduction in whole-body C burden of >900 mg/kg, marked improvement in liver function tests, much less neurodegeneration,
and, ultimately, significant prolongation of life. These findings
suggest that CYCLO acutely reverses the lysosomal transport
defect seen in NPC disease.
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iemann-Pick type C (NPC) disease results from mutations that
inactivate 1 of 2 proteins, either NPC1 (95% of cases) or NPC2
(1, 2). These 2 proteins normally act in concert to facilitate the
movement of unesterified cholesterol (C), derived from the cellular
uptake of lipoproteins, across the limiting membrane of the lysosome to the metabolically active pool of sterol in the cytosolic
compartment (3, 4). As a consequence of these mutations, C
progressively accumulates in the late endosomal/lysosomal (E/L)
compartment of virtually every cell in the body from the time of
early fetal development until death of the child or animal (5). In the
npc1⫺/⫺ mouse (6), a murine model of the common form of NPC
disease, the animal sequesters an amount of sterol equal to 67 mg/kg
body weight (bw) every day so that the whole-body sterol pool
increases from ⬇2,200 to 5,700 mg/kg between birth and 7 weeks of
age (7). Pathologically, this C accumulation is associated with
infiltration of activated macrophages into many organs and with
parenchymal cell death. In both the human and the mouse, these
histological changes, in turn, result in the clinical syndromes of
pulmonary failure, liver dysfunction, and progressive neurological
disease (3, 8). Importantly, in a particular organ, the severity of
disease is proportional to the amount of C sequestered in that tissue
(3, 9, 10).
The sterol that is sequestered in the late E/L compartment of cells
in each organ is internalized through 2 different transport mechanisms involving the cellular uptake of lipoproteins through either
www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0810895106

receptor-mediated or bulk-phase endocytosis. Receptor-mediated
uptake utilizes the low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) that is
able to bind lipoproteins containing either apolipoprotein (apo) E
or apoB100, such as remnants of chylomicrons and very low-density
lipoprotein (VLDL), and LDL (11, 12). The velocity of this uptake
process in a particular organ in vivo is determined by the concentration of lipoproteins in the plasma, the level of LDLR expression,
the affinity constant for a given lipoprotein, and the reflection
coefficient defining the permeability characteristics of the capillary
membranes overlying the parenchymal cells of that tissue. The rate
of uptake of lipoproteins by bulk-phase endocytosis is also determined by the concentration of the particles in the plasma and the
reflection coefficient of the capillary membranes; however, in
addition, it may be influenced by nonsolvent water effects within the
endocytic vesicles (13). In the npc1⫺/⫺ mouse, 88% of LDL cleared
from the plasma and sequestered in different tissues is taken up by
receptor-mediated endocytosis, whereas only 12% is cleared by
bulk-phase endocytosis (7). However, when LDLR activity is
eliminated, as in the npc1⫺/⫺/ldlr⫺/⫺ animal, all LDL is cleared by
bulk-phase endocytosis. Because the rate constants for these two
processes are very different in different organs, the profile of C
sequestration in tissues varies markedly in the npc1⫺/⫺/ldlr⫹/⫹ and
npc1⫺/⫺/ldlr⫺/⫺ animals (3). Importantly, these rate constants for
lipoprotein uptake by either receptor-mediated or bulk-phase endocytosis are unaffected by the presence or absence of the NPC1
mutation. Whole-animal LDL clearance by receptor-mediated
(⬇520 mL䡠d⫺1䡠kg⫺1) and bulk-phase (⬇62 mL䡠d⫺1䡠kg⫺1) endocytosis is approximately the same in npc1⫹/⫹ and npc1⫺/⫺ mice
(7). However, there is evidence that the lipid accumulation
seen in npc1⫺/⫺ cells does lead to a 2-fold expansion of the
bulk-phase volume found within the lysosomal compartment
and to a diminished rate of movement of this bulk-phase f luid
back out of the cell (14).
One way to take advantage of these observations to control the
severity of disease caused by the NPC1 mutation is to reduce the
amount of lipoprotein cholesterol available for uptake into cells.
Thus, blocking the intestinal absorption of sterol with a drug like
ezetimibe, which lowers the amount of C reaching the liver carried
in chylomicron remnants, markedly reduces hepatocyte damage
and improves hepatic function (9). Increasing sterol excretion out
of the brain across the blood-brain barrier, which presumably leaves
less apoE-associated C available for uptake by neurons, slows
neurodegeneration and prolongs the life of the npc1⫺/⫺ mouse (10).
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remained in the animals. The results were different in the 49-dayold mice, where only 8% and 3%, respectively, of the dose was
found in the animals at these 2 times. From the dose of the
compound administered, these data on whole-animal turnover, and
rates of bulk-phase endocytosis (3), it could be calculated that the
theoretical maximum amount of CYCLO taken up into the liver of
the 7-day-old pups through bulk-phase endocytosis and delivered
into the late E/L compartment during the 24-h interval would have
equaled ⬇540 mg/kg (⬇14% of the administered dose). Based on
these preliminary observations, all subsequent studies designed to
elucidate the mechanisms involved in this marked prolongation of
life were undertaken in mice given a single dose of CYCLO 4.5
(4,000 mg/kg) alone at 7 days of age.
Acute Effects of CYCLO Administration on Sterol Metabolism in Liver,
Brain, and Whole Animal. Initial experiments examined the acute

Fig. 1. Cyclo expands lifespan in the npc1⫺/⫺ mouse. (A) Npc1⫺/⫺ mice continuously fed ezetimibe, which markedly lowers cholesterol flux into the liver and
improves liver function, did not live longer than those animals not fed this
compound. (B) A single dose of CYCLO 4.5 or 5.6 administered at 7 days of age did,
however, significantly and equally prolong life. (C) Addition of Allo to either the
CYCLO 4.5 or CYCLO 5.6 did not significantly further prolong life (number
indicated for each group). In each experiment, the untreated control animals
were littermates of the treated group.

An alternative approach to this problem would be to deliver an
agent through bulk-phase endocytosis into cells that reverses the
transport defect in the late E/L compartment, and allows the
sequestered C to move into the metabolically active pool, where it
could be metabolized and secreted through normal mechanisms.
That such a manipulation might be possible is suggested by the
observation that administration of the sterol-binding agent,
2-hydroxypropyl-␤-cyclodextrin (CYCLO), also slows nerve cell
death and prolongs the life of the npc1⫺/⫺ mouse (15, 16). Thus,
the current studies were designed to investigate the molecular
and biochemical effects of the acute administration of CYCLO
on sterol metabolism in the neonatal mouse and, further, to
examine the more prolonged alterations that this single dose of
CYCLO has on the natural history of NPC disease when the
animal reaches maturity. The results suggest that this compound
acutely and completely overcomes the transport defect caused by
the NPC1 mutation.
Results
Effect of CYCLO on Age at Death. Untreated npc1⫺/⫺ mice died at an

average age of 84 days (Fig. 1A). Treatment of these mice from birth
with ezetimibe (20 mg䡠d⫺1䡠kg⫺1), which blocks cholesterol absorption, markedly reduced C flux into the liver and greatly improved
liver function tests (9) but had no effect on longevity. However, the
s.c. administration of only a single dose (4,000 mg/kg) of either
CYCLO 4.5 or CYCLO 5.6 to npc1⫺/⫺ pups at 7 days of age
markedly prolonged lifespan (Fig. 1B). There was no significant
difference between these 2 CYCLO preparations varying only in
their degree of substitution. When allopregnanolone (Allo; 25
mg/kg), a neurosteroid, was simultaneously administered along
with the CYCLO 4.5 or CYCLO 5.6, there was no significant
further prolongation of life (Fig. 1C). Clearly, administration of the
single dose of CYCLO to the 7-day-old pups had induced a major
alteration in some aspect of the pathophysiology of NPC disease
that had a very favorable impact on longevity.
14C-CYCLO was administered
along with the dose of unlabeled compound and monitored, the
molecule was cleared more slowly in the 7-day-old pups, such that
after 6 and 24 h, respectively, 66% and 9% of the administered dose

CYCLO Pharmacokinetics. When
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effects of CYCLO administered to 7-day-old animals and studied
24 h later. The 8-day-old npc1⫹/⫹ pups given only saline had a
slightly elevated hepatic cholesteryl ester (CE) concentration (0.86
mg/g), reflecting the increased intake of dietary C during suckling
(60 mg䡠d⫺1䡠kg⫺1), so that the total sterol concentration (3.3 mg/g)
was also marginally elevated (Fig. 2A). However, the 8-day-old
npc1⫺/⫺ pups given only saline already manifested a 5-fold increase
in total hepatic sterol concentration (16.8 mg/g), nearly all of which
was unesterified (16.5 mg/g). Because of the increased dietary sterol
intake, hepatic synthesis in the npc1⫹/⫹ pups was partially suppressed (216 nmol䡠h⫺1䡠g⫺1) (Fig. 2D). In contrast, even though the
pool of C in the liver cells was markedly expanded in the npc1⫺/⫺
animals, synthesis was 12-fold higher (2629 nmol䡠h⫺1䡠g⫺1). Although treatment of the npc1⫹/⫹ pups with CYCLO had no
significant effect on either of these parameters, the effects in the
npc1⫺/⫺ animals were very large. The markedly elevated rate of
sterol synthesis was suppressed nearly to 0 (Fig. 2D), the concentration of C markedly decreased, the level of CE increased 14-fold
(from 0.3 to 4.3 mg/g), and total sterol concentration in the liver
significantly declined (Fig. 2 A). Of note, although the synthesis of
C was markedly suppressed, the synthesis of fatty acids was unchanged in CYCLO-treated (5.82 mol䡠h⫺1䡠g⫺1) vs. untreated (5.83
mol䡠h⫺1䡠g⫺1) npc1⫺/⫺ pups. Although quantitatively less profound, similar changes were seen in the brain of the npc1⫺/⫺ mice,
where treatment with CYCLO increased the concentration of CE
nearly 3-fold (from 0.014 to 0.041 mg/g) (Fig. 2B) and suppressed
the rate of sterol synthesis (Fig. 2E). Furthermore, such changes
were also seen in the remaining tissues of the carcass, which
manifested increases in both the concentration of C (Fig. 2C) and
rates of synthesis (Fig. 2F) in the untreated npc1⫺/⫺ pups. Administration of CYCLO significantly lowered the mean concentration
of sterol in these tissues and returned the rates of synthesis to those
seen in the untreated npc1⫹/⫹ animals.
From the weights of the individual organs and whole animals
(Fig. 2G), these values were used to determine the effects of the
NPC1 mutation and treatment with CYCLO on whole-animal
sterol metabolism in these 8-day-old mice. As expected, C synthesis
was significantly elevated in the untreated npc1⫺/⫺ mice (299
mg䡠d⫺1䡠kg⫺1) compared with the untreated npc1⫹/⫹ animals (157
mg䡠d⫺1䡠kg⫺1) (Fig. 2I), even though the whole-animal C pool in
these pups was already greatly expanded (3,674 mg/kg) compared
with the control animals (2,347 mg/kg) (Fig. 2H). Strikingly, only
24 h after administration of CYCLO, this expanded whole-animal
C pool had been reduced by nearly 500 mg/kg and synthesis was
returned to levels (138 mg䡠d⫺1䡠kg⫺1) seen in the npc1⫹/⫹ mice.
Taken together, these dramatic changes were consistent with the
view that treatment with CYCLO rapidly overcame the block in
sterol transport out of the late E/L compartment in the npc1⫺/⫺
pups and allowed C to flow into the metabolically active pool for
disposition in the cells of these organs.
Liu et al.

Acute Effects of CYCLO Administration on Major Regulatory Mechanisms in Liver and Brain. If, in fact, CYCLO treatment had promoted

Long-Term Effects in the Adult Mouse of CYCLO Administration in
Infancy. The next studies were designed to identify the long-term

such a sudden efflux of C into the cytosolic compartment, there
should be major changes manifested in the 2 regulatory systems in
this compartment, sterol regulatory element 2 (SREBP2) and liver
X receptor (LXR), known to respond to variations in the size of the
metabolically active sterol pool (17, 18). Because sterol Oacyltransferase 2 in the liver is constitutive, relative mRNA levels
for this gene were the same in the 4 groups of pups (Fig. 3A). In
contrast, mRNA levels for SREBP2 and its target genes, 3-hydroxy3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A (HMG CoA) synthase I (SYN),
HMG CoA reductase (RED), and LDLR, were all significantly
elevated in the untreated npc1⫺/⫺ mice (Fig. 3 B–E). After CYCLO
treatment, however, these mRNA levels were markedly suppressed,
below even the levels seen in the npc1⫹/⫹ pups. In contrast, mRNA
expression of the LXR target genes, ATP-binding cassette (ABC)
A1, ABCG1, ABCG5, ABCG8, and cytochrome P450 7A1
(CYP7A1), was not elevated in the untreated npc1⫺/⫺ mice (Fig. 3
F–J). After CYCLO treatment, however, the expression of ABCG1
and CYP7A1 became significantly elevated. Failure to observe a
change in ABCA1 mRNA levels in liver is consistent with the report
that the hepatic ABCA1 transcript isoform is not under regulatory
control of dietary C or LXR (19). Another characteristic feature of
NPC disease of the liver is the presence of activated macrophages.
This was reflected in elevated mRNA levels of a number of
inflammatory factors, including CD11c, CD68, MIP-1␣ (chemokine ligand 3), and TLR4 but not TNF-␣ (Fig. 3 K–O). Of note, the
mRNA level of TNF-␣ was elevated in older npc1⫺/⫺ mice (20).
Treatment with CYCLO also significantly reduced this overexpression. Brain showed similar changes 24 h after CYCLO administration. The relative mRNA level of SREBP2 and HMG CoA SYN
was reduced (Fig. 3 P and Q), and that of the LXR target genes,
ABCA1 and apoD, was significantly increased (Fig. 3 R and T). In
addition, the elevated mRNA level of CD11c, reflecting activated
glia in the brain, was restored to normal after CYCLO treatment
(Fig. 3S).

effects, if any, in 49-day-old adult mice that had been administered
CYCLO at 7 days of age. Again, CYCLO administration to the
npc1⫹/⫹ mice had no effect on either C concentrations or synthesis
rates in the liver, brain, and other organs (Fig. 4 A–C). However,
there were marked residual effects in the npc1⫺/⫺ animals. Six
weeks after administration of CYCLO, when none of the compound was retained in the body, the concentration of C was still
significantly reduced in the liver, kidney, spleen, and other organs.
No reduction was seen in the brain, however, because most of the
C in this organ is present in myelin, so that any changes that might
have occurred in neurons are obscured. In addition, in nearly every
organ, including the brain, C synthesis was increased (Fig. 4 E–G),
presumably to offset the deficit of C in the metabolic pool, because
sterol was again being sequestered in the late E/L compartment. As
a consequence of these changes, 6 weeks after administration of the
CYCLO, the whole-animal cholesterol pool was still reduced by
⬎900 mg/kg even though synthesis was increased by 48 mg䡠d⫺1䡠kg⫺1
(Fig. 4 D and H).
The residual effects of this single dose of CYCLO on the clinical
measures of disease were even more dramatic. The liver function
tests, aspartate aminotransferase and alanine aminotransferase,
were markedly improved (Fig. 4 I and J), and the level of neurodegeneration in the brain was significantly reduced. The npc1⫺/⫺
mice had accumulations of vesicular storage material within the
perikarya of neurons in multiple areas of the brain, most prominently in the neocortex, diencephalon, and ventral brainstem nuclei.
In the cerebellum, there was marked loss of Purkinje cells, particularly in the anterior-superior cerebellar vermis, and this loss was
accompanied by a proportional degree of Bergmann gliosis (Fig. 5A
and B). Storage material identical to that seen in the other perikarya
was present in the cytoplasm of the remaining Purkinje cells. This
cell death was also strikingly expressed in loss of calbindin immunoreactivity in the molecular layer (Fig. 5 D and E), reflecting loss
of Purkinje cell dendrites, and by a marked increase in GFAP
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Fig. 2. A single dose of CYCLO 4.5 administered to
7-day-old pups markedly altered sterol metabolism in
the npc1⫺/⫺ mice 24 h later but had no effect in the
npc1⫹/⫹ animals. The unesterified and esterified cholesterol concentrations are shown in the liver (A) and
brain (B), whereas total cholesterol concentrations are
given for the remaining tissues of the carcass (C). (D–F)
Cholesterol synthesis rates are shown for the same 3
tissue compartments. These values (G) are combined to
give whole-animal cholesterol pools (H) and synthesis
rates (I) in these same animals. To obtain these latter
values, the rates of incorporation of 3H2O into sterols
by the different organs were converted to absolute
rates of cholesterol synthesis. Statistically significant
differences are indicated by the different letters
(n ⫽ 6, P ⬍ 0.05).

Fig. 3. A single dose of CYCLO 4.5 was administered
to 7-day-old npc1⫺/⫺ and npc1⫹/⫹ pups, and tissues
were obtained 24 h later. RNA was extracted from the
liver and brain for measurement by quantitative realtime PCR. (A) The mRNA level for ACAT2 is shown. The
mRNA levels for hepatic target genes regulated by
SREBP2 (B–E) and LXR (F–J) are shown in columns 1 and
2, respectively. (K–O) The third column provides relative mRNA levels in liver for various inflammatory proteins. (P–T) The fourth column of data shows several of
these same relative mRNA values in the brain. Statistically significant differences are indicated by different
letters (n ⫽ 6, P ⬍ 0.05).

immunoreactivity (Fig. 5 G and H), indicating activation of glial
cells in the areas of Purkinje cell loss. This neurodegeneration
occurred in a band-like distribution similar to that described (21).
Although the single dose of CYCLO administered at 7 days of age
did not alter the number of pyramidal cells present in the cerebral
cortex of these 49-day-old animals (Fig. 4K), the number of
surviving Purkinje cells in the cerebellum was more than doubled
(Fig. 4L, 5C). This beneficial effect was also reflected in the
substantial increase in calbindin immunoreactivity and the reduction in GFAP immunoreactivity seen in the cerebellum (Fig. 5 F
and I), compared with untreated animals.
Finally, at 49 days of age, external sterol balance in the CYCLOtreated npc1⫺/⫺ mice had returned to levels seen in the untreated
animals (Fig. 4 M and N). The sum of the fecal neutral and acidic
sterol outputs equaled ⬇190 mg䡠d⫺1䡠kg⫺1 in both groups, which was
significantly higher than the 120 mg䡠d⫺1䡠kg⫺1 found in the untreated
npc1⫹/⫹ animals. Again, CYCLO administration had no effect on
sterol balance in these control mice. Thus, apparently, the single
dose of cyclodextrin had markedly lowered the whole-animal pool
of C in the days after its administration at 7 days of age and
significantly slowed the development of liver and central nervous
system disease. However, by 49 days of age, this effect had worn off;
the animals were again sequestering sterol at a rate of ⬇70
mg䡠d⫺1䡠kg⫺1, and external sterol balance had returned to the
elevated levels usually found in npc1⫺/⫺ mice.
Discussion
To variable degrees, nearly all cells in the body take up lipoproteins
carrying apoE or apoB100. The CE present in the hydrophobic core
of these particles is processed in lysosomes by a lysosomal acid lipase
4 of 6 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0810895106

(LAL) to C (22), which, in turn, is moved across the limiting
membrane to the metabolically active pool of sterol in the cytosolic
compartment by the concerted actions of NPC1 and NPC2. Mutations that inactivate LAL lead to accumulation of CE in the
lysosomal compartment (Wolman disease) (23), whereas inactivation of NPC1 or NPC2 causes the sequestration of C (NPC disease).
In the npc1⫺/⫺ mouse, although this mutation leads to expansion of
the C pool in the late E/L compartment (4), there is a perceived
shortage of sterol in the rest of the cell. As a result, there is marked
activation of the SREBP2 target genes with an increase in sterol
synthesis, no stimulation of the LXR target genes, and almost no CE
formation (Figs. 2 and 3). In the liver, which expresses high levels
of LDLR and where the reflection coefficient of the capillary bed
is essentially zero, the rate of C sequestration equaled 79
mg䡠d⫺1䡠kg⫺1 during the 8 days between birth and when these
animals were studied. The rate of accumulation in the remaining
tissues of the body was 87 mg䡠d⫺1䡠kg⫺1.
After administration of CYCLO, there were rapid changes in the
distribution of sterol within cells of all tissues. In the liver, for
example, the rate of C movement out of the sequestered pool of
sterol suddenly increased to 233 mg䡠d⫺1䡠kg⫺1, a rate that was 3-fold
greater than the rate of sequestration. This shift of C into the
metabolically active pool was reflected in profound suppression of
SREBP2 and its target genes, leading to nearly complete inhibition
of de novo sterol synthesis, activation of the LXR target genes
ABCG1 and CYP7AI, and rapid expansion of the CE pool in the
cytosol (Figs. 2 and 3). Of the 233 mg of C leaving the late E/L pool
during this 24-h period, most moved to the ester pool in the cytosol
(174 mg䡠d⫺1䡠kg⫺1), whereas the remainder must have been excreted
from the liver (59 mg䡠d⫺1䡠kg⫺1) either as C or, after conversion, to
Liu et al.

bile acid. In this manner, the hepatocytes attempted to adjust for the
sudden influx of C into the metabolically active pool by immediately
suppressing synthesis, sequestering much of the excess C as relatively inert CE, and excreting the remainder into bile. Similar,
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Fig. 5. Representative histological sections are shown of anterior-superior
cerebellar vermis from 49-day-old npc1⫹/⫹ (A, D, and G), npc1⫺/⫺ (B, E, and H),
and npc1⫺/⫺ mice treated with CYCLO 4.5 at 7 days of age (C, F, and I).
Contiguous sections were stained with H&E (A–C) or for calbindin (D–F) or
GFAP (G–I) immunoreactivity. There was substantial loss of Purkinje cells (solid
arrows) in untreated npc1⫺/⫺ animals (B), which was partially prevented by
treatment with CYCLO 4.5 (C). (B and C) Increased numbers of Bergman glia
(open arrows) and necrotic Purkinje cells (*) were also visible in the untreated
npc1⫺/⫺ mice. (E) Calbindin immunoreactivity was markedly decreased in a
band-like pattern in the molecular layer of untreated npc1⫺/⫺ animals (brackets) reflecting loss of Purkinje cell dendrites. (H) In contrast, there was increased GFAP immunoreactivity in the molecular layer in the same regions of
calbindin loss (brackets) reflecting activation of astrocytes. Treatment with
CYCLO 4.5 markedly reduced this loss of calbindin expression (F) and diminished GFAP expression (I). (Measurement bars: 100 m.)
Liu et al.

although less dramatic, changes were identified in the brain and
remaining tissues of the body (Fig. 2). As a result, within only 24 h
of administration, CYCLO had reduced the total C pool in the
8-day-old pups by nearly 500 mg/kg. Presumably, this increase in net
excretion continued for several more days until the CYCLO was
fully excreted from the body.
CYCLO is a hydrophilic molecule containing a lipophilic pocket
capable of solubilizing C and other hydrophobic molecules (24). It
facilitates the movement of C between membranous structures by
reducing the activation energy for desorption of the C molecule
from ⬇20 kcal/mol to 7 kcal/mol (25). Depending on the concentration and molar ratio of CYCLO to C, a solution of this molecule
can either extract sterol from cell membranes (CYCLO/C molar
ratio of ⬎60) or enrich the membrane with C (molar ratio ⬍60)
(26). In addition, at low concentrations (⬍1 mM), CYCLO can act
catalytically, markedly enhancing the rate of molecular exchange of
C between different hydrophobic compartments (27). Thus, one
way in which CYCLO might have acted in the npc1⫺/⫺ mice was to
extract C from the plasma membranes of cells, facilitating its
elimination from the body as the CYCLO was excreted by the
kidneys. This is almost certainly not the case, however, in that there
is no known pathway for C to move from the late E/L compartment
directly to the plasma membrane in the npc1⫺/⫺ cells. In addition,
such a process would invariably lead to an increase in C synthesis
and a reduction in the level of CE in cells. Importantly, no such
effects were seen in the npc1⫹/⫹ animals receiving CYCLO (Figs.
2 and 3), and in the npc1⫺/⫺ mice, synthesis was actually suppressed,
whereas the pool of CE was markedly expanded. A second possibility is that the CYCLO, reaching the late E/L compartment
through bulk-phase endocytosis, altered the permeability of the
limiting membrane in a nonspecific fashion, allowing C and other
molecules to flow into the cytosolic compartment. This possibility
also is unlikely, because any change in lysosomal permeability that
released aspartic and serine proteases would likely lead to apoptosis
and worsening of the disease seen in various organs (28). In the
present studies, however, treatment with CYCLO actually decreased cell death and improved measures of tissue integrity
(Figs. 4 and 5).
A third possibility is that CYCLO reaching the late E/L compartment through bulk-phase endocytosis either activated some, as
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Fig. 4. Npc1⫹/⫹ and npc1⫺/⫺ mice were administered CYCLO 4.5 at 7 days of age and were then studied at 49 days of age. Total cholesterol concentrations were
determined in liver (A), brain (B), and various other tissues (C), and these were combined to give whole-animal cholesterol pools (D). Similarly, cholesterol
synthesis was measured in these same tissues (E–G), and these data were combined to give whole-animal synthesis rates (H). In these same groups of animals,
liver function tests were also measured (I and J), pyramidal and Purkinje cell numbers were quantitated in the brain (K and L), and daily fecal neutral and acidic
sterol output was determined (M and N). Statistically significant differences are indicated by different letters (n ⫽ 6, P ⬍ 0.05).

yet, undescribed secondary C transporter or, more likely, acted in
a catalytic fashion to promote C transfer, bypassing the defective
function of the mutant NPC1 protein. Originally, it seemed reasonable that during lysosomal processing of CE, the sequence of
events was for LAL to release C to the soluble NPC2, which, in turn,
would then transfer it to NPC1 for translocation across the limiting
membrane. Recent studies, however, have raised the possibility that
the direction of C movement may be from LAL to NPC1, from
NPC1 to NPC2, and from NPC2 to some as yet undescribed
transporter located in the limiting membrane (29, 30). If this
scenario is correct, CYCLO might act in the late E/L compartment
by shuttling C between LAL and NPC2, thereby bypassing the
defective NPC1. This would fully account for the observation that
the flow of C out of the late E/L compartment into the metabolically
active pool suddenly increased to 233 mg䡠d⫺1䡠kg⫺1, leading to
massive expansion of the CE pool, suppression of the SREBP2
system, and activation of certain LXR target genes.
These studies establish that the single dose of CYCLO administered at 7 days of age transiently overcame the transport defect in
the late E/L compartment, temporarily suppressing further synthesis of sterol and allowing a major portion of the sequestered pool
to be metabolized and excreted from the body. This reduced the
total body burden of C by nearly 500 mg/kg after 24 h and by 900
mg/kg after 6 weeks. Even this transient effect markedly reduced
the activation and influx of macrophages into the liver and brain,
significantly improved liver function and Purkinje cell survival, and,
ultimately, led to increased lifespan. The fact that significant
alterations in brain biochemistry and nerve cell survival occurred
after these injections clearly implied that the reflection coefficient
for CYCLO in the central nervous system, although presumably
high, was not 1.0. Given these very favorable biochemical and
clinical alterations following the single injection, the question arises
as to whether repeated injections of CYCLO over time might
completely prevent the increase in total body C burden and,
essentially, prevent the organ dysfunction seen in NPC disease.
Further, it must be established whether the reflection coefficient
for CYCLO in the brain does become 1.0 as the animal ages
and, therefore, whether such continuous CYCLO administration
must be carried out both systemically, to prevent the lung and liver
disease, and into the central nervous system, to halt the
neurodegeneration.
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Materials and Methods
Animals. WT (npc1⫹/⫹) and homozygous mutant (npc1⫺/⫺) mice were generated
from heterozygous (npc1⫹/⫺) animals with a pure BALB/c background (6, 15).
Most pups were genotyped at 19 days of age, except in those experiments using
7-day-old animals, where the pups were genotyped at 5 days of age. All animals
were housed in plastic colony cages in rooms with alternating 12-h periods of
dark and light and were studied in the fed state. For the experiments using
49-day-old mice, there were comparable numbers of males and females in every
group. The gender of the mice studied at 8 days of age was not determined. The
dark phase began at 24:00 h and lasted 12 h. All experimental protocols were
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University
of Texas Southwestern Medical School.
Treatments and Diets. All animals except the heterozygous breeding stock were
fed ad libitum a cereal-based low-cholesterol (0.02% wt/wt) diet (no. 7001;
Harlan Teklad) or a ground form of this same diet containing ezetimibe (ScheringPlough Research Institute) (0.0125% wt/wt, providing ⬇20 mg䡠d⫺1䡠kg⫺1 bw) on
weaning at 19 days of age. The breeding stock was maintained on another
formulation containing 0.03% wt/wt cholesterol (no. 7002; Harlan Teklad). Mice
were administered a single s.c. injection during the late dark phase at the scruff
of the neck at 7 days of age of a 20% (wt/vol in saline) solution of CYCLO (4,000
mg/kg bw) with either 5.6° of substitution (product 332607; Aldrich) or 4.5° of
substitution (product H107; Sigma). In some experiments, Allo (P 8887; Sigma)
was added to the CYCLO solutions at a concentration of 1.5 mg/ml (25 mg/kg bw)
(15, 16). Matching mice injected with saline only served as controls. All mice were
studied either 24 h or 42 days later at the end of the dark cycle, when the animals
were either 8 days or 49 days old, respectively.
CYCLO Pharmacokinetics. Whole-body CYCLO clearance was measured in 7- and
49-day-old mice using 14C-CYCLO. Aliquots of the stock solution of 14C-CYCLO (1.0
mCi/ml) were diluted with a 20% (wt/vol) solution of nonradiolabeled CYCLO just
before administration to the mice, which were subsequently killed at various time
points up to 24 h. The proportion of the administered 14C-CYCLO dose that was
retained by the body at each time point was determined by scintillation spectrometry after complete chemical digestion of the entire carcass. These data were
used to calculate the proportion of the administered dose of 14C-CYCLO that had
been cleared from the animal over each respective time interval.
Additional materials and methods are described in supporting information (SI)
Materials and Methods and Table S1.
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